KNIFESTYLES OF THE RICH & FAMOUS

The Man’s View

FOREHEAD

“Her heavy eyelids,
the most noticeable
change on her upper face,
are likely from too much
Botox [$2K a year] in the
forehead,” says NYC
cosmetic dermatologist
Dr. Kenneth Mark.

NOSE

“A very
minimal rhinoplasty
[$12,000] was done,”
suspects Dr. Lyle Back,
a Philadelphia cosmetic
surgeon who doesn’t
treat Kellie. “It suits her
features and looks
very natural.”
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LIPS

BEFORE OR AFTER BOOTY BOOST?

“Fillers [up to
$10,000] changed
her face — now it’s totally
rounded,” says Dr. Mark.
“Kellie was near perfect
to begin with, and this
overplumping has
made her look
older.”

“The best change
overall is Kellie’s lower
lip,” observes Dr. Mark.
“Juvéderm has beautifully
filled in missing volume
from her right lower lip.”
Cost for an improved
pout: $600
and up.
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Kellie’s Grown-Up Nip-Tuck

ellie Pickler was just 19 when
she captured hearts with her
down-home charm as a contestant on American Idol in 2005. Once
she hit Hollywood, though, it didn’t
take long for the North Carolina native
to jump on the nip-tuck bandwagon. In
fact, before her Idol season even end-
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ed, Kellie appeared to have undergone
a modest boob job [$15K], notes Dr. Lyle
Back, a Philadelphia cosmetic surgeon.
Back then, show host Ryan Seacrest also
playfully noted the apparent enhancement — and, as the bubbly blonde’s postIdol solo career advanced, her looks
evolved even more dramatically. An ex-

tensive revamp of her pearly whites
probably cost the singer upwards of
$44K, estimates NYC cosmetic dentist
Dr. Nicholas Toscano, who, like the other doctors quoted here, has not treated the star. Pricey? Sure. But not as
extreme as her seeming penchant for
injectables. Although Kellie now looks

more polished and her features are more
classically balanced, “she’s had too much
filler!” critiques NYC cosmetic dermatologist Dr. Kenneth Mark. While replacing lost volume can produce a youthful,
plumped and lifted face in people in their
40s and up, Dr. Mark explains that an
overabundance of hyaluronic acid fill-

NOW

er in the celeb’s mid and lower face has,
paradoxically, made Kellie look older
than her 29 years. Luckily, the effects are
mostly temporary. “You’re the one that
has to look at yourself every day,” says
Kellie. “It’s important that you’re happy
with what you see. You can’t worry about
what everyone else thinks.”

Has divorce gone to her derriere?
Because the landscape of 31-year-old
Khloé’s rear has certainly changed
since 2012, left. Whether it’s the
result of butt implants or a Brazilian
butt lift (in which fat is removed
from the tummy and thighs via
liposuction and then injected into
the booty to make it fuller and
rounder), no one knows for sure.
But one thing is certain: Baby’s
got back now! Guys we polled
love the upgrade, of course.

MIRACLE
IN A BOTTLE

DON’T STOP THE
CLOCK, REVERSE IT!

This cutting-edge serum from
model turned designer Kathy
Ireland taps the wonder of
human stem cells to stimulate
cell renewal. With increased
collagen production, fans report
a youthful plumping that diminishes
wrinkles while lifting sagging skin.
NuGene Kathy Ireland Universal
Serum, $300, nugene.com
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